
KA Models 1/48 F-4B PHANTOM II EXHAUST NOZZLE SET for Academy
Kit No: 48007
Designed for: Academy F-4B
1/48 scale
Resin parts: 2 
Available from: KA Models directly & most model shops

KA Models is a relatively new (well at least to me) accessories 
manufacturer out of Korea. Today we take a close look at one of the detail sets they have produced for the 
new tooled Academy F-4B Phantom in 1/48 scale.

For this set KA have provided a set (two) of replacement nozzles for the F-4B kit. The parts are direct drop in 
replacements for the kit nozzles (once removed from the casting block). No instructions are provided and to be 
honest none are needed. 

The resin is a light creamy color and free from bubbles or defects. The nozzles “turkey feathers” are very fine 
and look true to scale. The casting block is well thought out with the modeler in mind and I found was easily 
removed with a PE razor saw blade.

Two General Electric J79-GE-8 engines powered the F-4B/N. While being a very successful and reliable 
engine, the Vietnam War showed one big shortcoming: when not in afterburner its smoky exhaust trail was 
very visible – something not so ideal in air combat. (source: Uncovering the US Navy F-4B Phantom by Danny 
Coremans)

http://www.ka-models.com/index.php?route=product/product&keyword=F-4B&category_id=0&product_id=550
http://ultra.glo.be/daco/KDCB004.html
http://ultra.glo.be/daco/KDCB004.html
http://www.ka-models.com/


       

The J79-GE-8 makes a unique howling sound at certain throttle settings. This is caused by the airflow exiting 
the afterburner section being disturbed by air streaming through the engine bypass around the 24 turkey 
feather segments. (source: Uncovering the US Navy F-4B Phantom by Danny Coremans)

Of course as modelers we are not only interested in how an aftermarket accessory compares to the real thing 
but how it compares to the kit part (or similar aftermarket sets from competitors) it will replace and quite frankly 
if it’s worth the extra cost.

Academy’s nozzles are molded in black plastic (a practice that I am not a big fan of) and the KA resin is a 
cream color. To better facilitate a side by side comparison I sprayed them both with a coat of grey primer so 
the difference between the two were more obvious.

They say a picture is worth a thousand words and as we can see from the following photos the KA resin part is 
clearly far more detailed (and accurate) than the kit part. The turkey feather external surfaces are far more 
detailed and all that fine detail of the internal actuators is clearly visible.

When viewed top-down the KA part still leaves the kit part in the dust. Whilst I would not call the Academy 
nozzle the worst kit effort I have seen (at least it has some internal detail) it clearly pales by comparison to the 
resin detail.

http://ultra.glo.be/daco/KDCB004.html


As I also happened to have a Eduard Brassin F-4B exhaust at hand I was curious to see how the KA part 
stood up to one of the leaders in the aftermarket space. As you can see the KA nozzle does hold its own but to 
my eye does not have the precision or crispness of the Brassin casting.

Now there is no doubt the KA nozzle is an improvement over the kit part but like all aftermarket parts they do 
come at a price (the kit part has the advantage of being free). I quickly checked the price on a few sites (ebay, 
luckymodel etc) and not including shipping it seemed to average around US$18. When compared to the price 
of 1/48 resin exhausts from other manufactures this seems to be on the money.

So if you are looking for a simple way to spruce up your Academy F-4B Phantom the KA Models resin exhaust 
nozzle fits the bill and I would have no hesitation in recommending it.

Gary Wickham


